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Aims of this workshop:  

• to clarify, that the proper understanding of plant role in human environment is essential part 

of any research instrument for assessment of plant awareness  

• to clarify how low plant awareness can be a substantive impediment to sustainable 

development, and how bringing plants to the forefront can foster the achievement of 

sustainable development goals 

• to  show, that improvement of the knowledge ( i.e. understanding the importance of plants  

reached via modern approaches of sustainable education) can influence student attitudes to 

plant and plant awareness at all 

• to describe modalities through the correlation between the vegetal world and the 17 

sustainable development goals can be clarified by researchers as a rich and valuable context 

for enhancing interest for plants and raising plant awareness.  

Theoretical background:  Lack of plant awareness is an important phenomenon with a growing body 

of literature. Low human awareness of plants leads to low understanding of their role in our 

environment. This human illiteracy brings significant negative consequences creating barriers for 

sustainable development (as an example in-proper landscape management due to low human 

awareness of climatic function of vegetation leading to increase of further continental drought and 

torrential rains can be used). According to researchers, the educational system is listed both among 

the causes and solutions to this issue. Therefore, the restriction of this phenomenon can be considered 

as a challenge for academics, teachers and policy makers. In recent years there has been considerable 

interest in the relation between plant awareness and sustainable development (Amprazis & 

Papadopoulou, 2020; Ryplova & Pokorny, 2020; Lawrence & Calvo, 2023; Thomas et al., 2021). Ignoring 

flora seems to be an opposing factor to environmental balance and directly hinder the achievement of 

the vast majority of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). In that context, highlighting this link 



between sustainable development and plants seems vital for comprehending even more how plants 

interfere and define meaningfully human welfare. Additionally, the very framework of how plants 

contribute to the SDGs achievement can itself be an ideal learning direction for highlighting flora and 

raising plant awareness. 

Methodologies involved: The workshop will exploit case studies to engage participants with their 

peers in setting research goals upon flora’s role in sustainable development and raising plant 

awareness. Both quantitative and qualitative research approaches will be present in the workshop. 

Additionally, all the principals of Education for Sustainable Development (Rieckmann, 2018) will enter 

the equation as an established framework in which the nexus Plants-Sustainable Development will be 

assessed. According to the above, the four research questions of the workshop are: 

 
1. Which are the ideal quantitative and qualitative research approaches for determining the link 

between Plants-Sustainable Development Goals and Limited Plant Awareness-Sustainable 

Development? 

2. Which are the key competencies in Education for Sustainable Development that can be used for 

fostering plant awareness? 

3. How to assess the comprehension of plant’s role in human environment in frame of any tool for 

plant awareness assessment? 

4. In what way can the understanding of plant importance via sustainable education affect students’ 

attitudes towards plants?  

 

Outcomes: By the end of the workshop participants will be expected to: 

- Identify how plants contribute directly or indirectly to the achievement of all 17 Sustainable 

Development Goals 

- Describe how ignoring flora can be an opposing factor to environmental balance and directly 

hinder the achievement of sustainable development 

- Describe quantitative and qualitative research approaches that can be used for assessing 

plant awareness and its’ social, economic, and environmental impacts.   
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